Common methods of biological age estimation
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Abstract: At present, no single indicator could be used as a golden index to estimate aging process. The biological age (BA), which combines several important biomarkers with mathematical modeling, has been proposed for >50 years as an aging estimation method to replace chronological age (CA). The common methods used for BA estimation include the multiple linear regression (MLR), the principal component analysis (PCA), the Hochschild’s method, and the Klemera and Doubal’s method (KDM). The fundamental differences in these four methods are the roles of CA and the selection criteria of aging biomarkers. In MLR and PCA, CA is treated as the selection criterion and an independent index. The Hochschild’s method and KDM share a similar concept, making CA an independent variable. Previous studies have either simply constructed the BA model by one or compared the four methods together. However, reviews have yet to illustrate and compare the four methods systematically. Since the BA model is a potential estimation of aging for clinical use, such as predicting onset and prognosis of diseases, improving the elderly’s living qualities, and realizing successful aging, here we summarize previous BA studies, illustrate the basic statistical steps, and thoroughly discuss the comparisons among the four common BA estimation methods.
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Introduction

Aging is a complicated process characterized by progressive decline in physical, mental, and reproductive capacities, leading to a loss of function, increased susceptibility to disease, and ultimately the end of life.\textsuperscript{1,2} At this time, the world is facing increasing life expectancy and population aging trend.\textsuperscript{3} It is important to increase our understanding on the mechanism of aging and improve the living quality of elderly people.\textsuperscript{4,5} Chronological age (CA) is a commonly used indicator for aging. However, life expectancy shows considerable variation among individuals with equal or similar CAs due to diversity in genotypes and in living habits and environments.\textsuperscript{6} A 50-year-old individual may have 60-year-old body functions, and many people look older or younger compared to others at the same CA (even in twins).\textsuperscript{7} Therefore, CA is not an optimal indicator for the aging progress.

Considering the lack of a golden index for aging, researchers have established various statistical models based on cognitive,\textsuperscript{8} physical fitness age,\textsuperscript{9,10} biological age (BA),\textsuperscript{11–13} perceived age,\textsuperscript{14,15} work ability index,\textsuperscript{16} and the frailty index,\textsuperscript{17–19} combining physical, physiological, or biochemical parameters using mathematical methods. Among these, BA is a commonly used aging estimation on an individual basis.\textsuperscript{20} BA is used to measure an individual’s level of damage accumulation, and when measured longitudinally, BA can be used to track the trajectory of damage over time.\textsuperscript{12} However, in clinical practice, we found that different organs may age at different rates. For example, a person may be physically in good shape, but not so cognitively, or
vice versa. Thus, it is necessary to obtain various aging biomarkers from multiple systems and to combine them with efficient statistical models for reflecting overall aging of an individual.22 The statistical method employed plays an important role in BA estimation studies, determining the validity, specificity, and limitations of the BA model. At this time, various mathematical methods have been constructed and used for BA estimation, including the multiple linear regression (MLR),22,23 the principal component analysis (PCA),24–28 the Hochschild’s method,29,30 and the Klemera and Doubal’s method (KDM).16,31 Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. In this report, we summarize the common methods for BA estimation and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of BA estimation methods.

Criteria for aging biomarker selection

CA, an independent variable or a benchmark

The core concept of BA estimation is factor analysis,13 and the goal of factor analysis is to select biomarkers of aging according to specific criteria. Thus, aging biomarkers are the basis for estimating BA,12,32 and differences in selection criteria drive the choice of statistical methods. Actually, when it comes to the criteria of aging biomarkers, whether the selected markers are based on CA or not may depend on what questions researchers want to answer. If the study aims at discussing how CA and BA can differ, then perhaps a low correlation between biomarkers of BA and CA can be selected. While if aging biomarkers are focused on reflecting the changes with CA, then perhaps a high correlation should be selected.

Costa and McCare33,34 noted that a general aging factor has to account for the majority of changes that occur with age. This concept is reflected in the MLR and PCA methods, in which aging biomarkers are selected according to their correlation with CA.35 However, the association with CA is not a rational criterion for selection, validation, or weighting aging biomarkers.36 Many indicators that are moderately correlated with CA may be irrelevant to aging.37 Thus, previous studies attempted to identify novel markers of aging, such as genetic indicators.38 Other studies are attempting to update the criterion of aging biomarkers and investigate methods of BA estimation. Here, we summarize the standards for aging biomarkers developed based on studies in humans (Table 1).25,28,37–75

Klemera and Doubal11 had the same hypothesis as Hochschild,76 advocating for evaluating aging biomarkers according to their impact on life expectancy and granting CA a similar role to other biomarkers. Klemera and Doubal11 argued that their calculation was an improvement over MLR, PCA, and the Hochschild’s method. Comparisons between KDM and other methods confirmed this hypothesis.12,16

Specific aging biomarkers

Traditionally, aging biomarkers are often selected based on common clinical laboratory tests for the easy application in the clinical practice21 as well as the limitations of technology.9,60 However, clinical biomarkers may lower the accuracy of the BA formula.24 In recent years, various specific aging biomarkers have been found and used in BA estimation, such as genetic indicators,26,28,77–80 molecular indicators,81,82 and environmental factors.83–85

Genetic factors play an important role in the aging process.36 Approximately 20%–50% of the biological variations are caused by genetic factors.87,88 Telomere is located at the end of human chromosomes and consists of highly conserved sequences with repeated nucleotides (G-rich).89 The average lengths of human telomeres are 5–15 kb.89,90 Many researchers have reported that telomere lengths decrease during aging process, which points to the telomere length as a potential aging biomarker.91–93 We previously found a decrease of telomere length in both a cross-sectional study and a follow-up study.90,94 The telomere length decreases at a speed of 46 bp/year in a Chinese Han population.90 However, this decrease is not present in all the populations. In our study, ~27% of participants have unchanged or increasing telomere.94 Based on the benchmarks of telomere lengths and CA, we have successfully built a BA model by using the PCA method.28 Besides the telomere length, some other genetic indicators were also found to be aging biomarkers, including T-cell DNA rearrangement and DNA methylation.95 Zubakov et al92 demonstrated that human individual aging could be estimated accurately by using the T-cell rearrangement. They measured signal joint T-cell receptor excision circles (sjTRECs) and found a linear decline in sjTRECs with increasing age.92 However, whether the accuracy of sjTRECs may be influenced by immune system diseases is unknown. Of note is that Weidner et al95 discovered DNA methylations of three age-related CpGs located in genes ITGA2B, ASPA, and PDE4C to facilitate age prediction. Methylation of these CpGs showed a higher precision than telomere length.95 These findings in genetic aging biomarkers support that genetic factors may be the expansion of clinical indicators in aging studies.

Other attempts to find specific biomarkers are also fascinating, such as dental indicators,81,96–98 and electroencephalography.99 Assessment of tooth development to estimate the age of living subjects has a long history.98 Jankauskas et al97 evaluated the
Table 1 Standards for aging biomarkers in recent studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standards</th>
<th>Researchers</th>
<th>Method of biological age</th>
<th>Aging biomarkers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Show significant changes with age</td>
<td>Hollingsworth et al,44 Damon,73 Webster and Logie,71 Borkan and Norris,28 Mooradian,25 Robert,45 Nakamura et al,52,58 Nakamura and Miyao,29 Ueno et al,47 Parentini et al,41 Ding and Kopchick,41 Kimura et al,46 and Klimera and Doubal51</td>
<td>MLR,28,44,71</td>
<td>Skin elasticity,44 systolic blood pressure,58,64,70,83,71 vital capacity,44 grip strength,56,66 vibrometer,44 light extinction test,44 visual acuity,44 auditory function,44 serum cholesterol,44,71 forced expiratory volume in 1 second,44,71 serum urine nitrogen,58,59,71 alkaline phosphatase,57,58,71 triglycerides,71 erythrocyte sedimentation rate,71 serum globulin,58,57 blood glucose,56,89 serum albumin,58,59,73 serum glutamic oxalacetic transaminase,57 total protein,57 phosphates,57 lymphocytes,56 serum creatinine,56 calcium,56 hematocrit,59 ratio of albumin to globulin,69 mean corpuscular hemoglobin,59 10-minute walk,66 functional reach,66 and one leg stand with eyes open66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not highly correlated with another biomarker</td>
<td>Hollingsworth et al,44 Damon,73 Webster and Logie,71 Borkan and Norris,28 Vasto et al,70 and Ueno et al99</td>
<td>MLR,28,44,71 and PCA,13,37-39,63</td>
<td>Skin elasticity,44 systolic blood pressure,58,64,70,83,71 vital capacity,44 grip strength,56,66 vibrometer,44 light extinction test,44 visual acuity,44 auditory function,44 serum cholesterol,44,71 forced expiratory volume in 1 second,44,71 serum urine nitrogen,58,59,71 alkaline phosphatase,57,58,71 triglycerides,71 erythrocyte sedimentation rate,71 serum globulin,58,57 blood glucose,56,89 serum albumin,58,59,73 ratio of albumin to globulin,69 and mean corpuscular hemoglobin69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have high reproducibility in cross-species comparisons</td>
<td>Baker and Sprott,72 Robert,45 Nakamura et al,52,58 Nakamura and Miyao,29 Parentini et al,41 Vasto et al,70 Simm and Johnson,44 Ding and Kopchick,41 Kimura et al,46 Jee et al,25 Mishra et al,41 Le Couteur et al,47 and McClean52</td>
<td>PCA,25,46,57,59</td>
<td>Systolic blood pressure,25,39 grip strength,25,45 serum urine nitrogen,58,59,71 alkaline phosphatase,57,58,71 serum globulin,58,57 serum albumin,58,59,73 serum glutamic oxalacetic transaminase,57 total protein,57 phosphates,57 hematocrit,59 VO2 max,21,62 forced expiratory volume in 1 second,21,62 vertical jump,21,44 whole-body reaction time,21 lateral stance,21 sit-and-reach test,21 soft lean mass,21 10-minute walk,66 functional reach,66 and one leg stand with eyes open66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standards</th>
<th>Researchers</th>
<th>Method of biological age</th>
<th>Aging biomarkers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reflect physiological function</td>
<td>Robert,64 Hollingsworth et al,64 Ries,63 Webster and Logie,11 Borkan and Norris,64 Nakamura,11 Ringel and Chodzko-Zajko,44 McClearn,52 Karasik et al,46 Swindell et al,46 Park et al,43 Vasto et al,29 and Jee et al25</td>
<td>MLR,64,66,71 and PCA25</td>
<td>Skin elasticity,46 systolic blood pressure,25,38,46,71 vital capacity,46 grip strength,34,46,64 vibrometer,46 light extinction test,46 visual acuity,46 auditory function,46 serum cholesterol,46,71 forced expiratory volume in 1 second,25,71 serum urine nitrogen,57,71 alkaline phosphatase,57,71 triglycerides,71 erythrocyte sedimentation rate,71 serum globulin,38,57 blood glucose,38,49 serum albumin,25,38 percent body fat,62 VO2 max,25,62 waist circumference,62 low-density cholesterol,62 erythrocyte sedimentation rate,62 hearing threshold,62 and glycosylated hemoglobin62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CA, chronological age; MLR, multiple linear regression; PCA, principal component analysis; KDM, Klima and Doubal's method.

Dental features usually require tooth sampling61,97 and limit the use of counting incremental lines of dental root cementum for BA estimation and concluded that incremental lines count could be used as an independent verification of conventional methods. However, some attempts of estimation of BA by dental features usually require toe sampling61,97 and limit the application among the general population. Other assessments of teeth, such as dental age, could only be used to assess age of children and emerging adults.98 New noninvasive methods with a wide range of target subjects are urgent to be discovered in the BA estimation for clinical use.
Methods for BA estimation
The MLR method

The MLR approach is a basic and preliminary method of BA estimation used for >50 years. Using the MLR model, aging biomarkers are determined based on their correlation with CA using following the equation:

\[ BA_i = Predicted\ CA_i = b_0 + \sum_{j=1}^{m} b_j x_{ji} \]  (1)

Here, \( BA_i \) represents the BA of certain individuals, and \( m \) represents the number of aging biomarkers in the MLR model. \( x_{ji} (i=1...n, j=1...m) \) represents the \( j \)th biomarker of \( i \)th individual, and \( b \) is the coefficient of each biomarker. In formula (1), BA is interpreted as the linear correlation of several aging biomarkers, and each aging biomarker is weighted depending on the contribution to the BA.

The MLR approach is simple to perform and understand. In this case, because BA is constructed linearly with CA, we cannot determine whether CA is an aging biomarker or a selection criterion. At the same time, MLR distorts BA at the regression edge and does not account for the discontinuity of the aging rate over the individual’s lifetime (Table 2). Thus, MLR can only be used for basic studies under specific conditions, such as limited statistical capacity and software and computer programming skills, and MLR should be gradually replaced by PCA and even KDM if conditions permit.

The PCA method

The PCA method was proposed by Nakamura et al and is mainly used in Asian countries. In China, our team has been dedicated to BA estimations by PCA and to the investigation of new aging biomarkers for >13 years. We have constructed the BA formula based on data from a single research center and data from multiple centers of five major cities. By using the constructed BA formula, we further discussed the aging trends of Chinese. For the first time, we reported that aging speed as reflected by BA was not consistent during the lifetime. Before 75 years of age, the aging speed was accelerating, while after 75 years of age, the speed remained relatively stable. Although we added new parameters in building the BA model each time, by comparing our different BA models, some biomarkers such as cystatin C and carotid artery intima-media thickness were consistently used, which may prove the stability of PCA in selecting aging biomarkers.

The basic steps of the PCA approach include correlation analysis, redundancy analysis, PCA, and equation construction (Figure 1). First, parameters closely related to CA are chosen based on correlation analysis. After redundancy analysis is performed to ensure that the selected parameters are not correlated, PCA is performed using uncorrelated parameters to identify the minimum biomarkers that can explain the majority of BA variance, ie, the principal component. The biological age score (BAS) equation was constructed as follows:

\[ BAS = a \times \frac{X_1 - mean_1}{SD_1} + b \times \frac{X_2 - mean_2}{SD_2} + \ldots + n \times \frac{X_n - mean_n}{SD_n} \]  (2)

Here, \( n \) is the coefficient of the selected aging biomarker, which can be directly calculated in PCA by statistical software. \( X \) is the aging biomarker selected by the PCA method, and \( mean \) and \( SD \) represent the mean and standard deviation of \( X \). BAS represents the physiological function of an individual. In other words, BAS is the standardized BA. Thus, in formula (2), all the aging biomarkers \( X \) are transformed into standardized form \( \frac{X - mean}{SD} \). Standardized aging biomarkers are weighted and linear combined according to the PCA results to represent BAS.

Because BAS is not expressed in years, it is difficult to directly compare BAS and CA. As we stated in formula (1), BA is considered as the predicted CA in an ideal aging process. We aim to calculate BA depending on subjects’ CA. In other words, we calculate predicted CA according to subjects’ CA. Now we get the mean of subjects’ CA, standard deviation of subjects’ CA and BAS (standard deviation of subjects’ predicted CA). Thus, Nakamura et al transformed BAS to BA using the retransformation of T-score:

\[ BA = BAS \times SD_{CA} + mean_{CA} \]  (3)

In formula (3), \( SD_{CA} \) is the standard deviation of subjects’ CA and \( mean_{CA} \) is the mean value of subjects’ CA.

The PCA method is derived from MLR, and narrowing effects of under- or overestimated BA can be observed. The systematical error is caused by deviation of BA from mean population by formula (2). To eliminate the end effect of the BA formula, some researchers have corrected BA by adding the Z score into the equation:

\[ Z = (CA - mean_{CA}) \times (1 - b) \]  (4)
**Table 2** Comparisons among MLR, PCA, Hochschild’s method, and KDM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Proposer</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Core concept</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
<th>Main researchers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MLR</td>
<td>More than 50 years ago</td>
<td>Aging biomarkers are determined by the correlation with CA using MLR model</td>
<td>MLR is the preliminary method and is easy to operate</td>
<td>(1) The standards of aging biomarkers lead to the paradox of CA (2) MLR also distorts the BA at the regression edge and ignores discontinuity in the aging rate</td>
<td>Hollingsworth et al(^{64}) and Krall and Saxtrup (^{101})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Nakamura</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>PCA uses fewer uncorrelated variables to explain the main variance</td>
<td>(1) Biomarkers are uncorrelated variables(^{31}) (2) PCA avoids the influence of regression edge in MLR(^{40})</td>
<td>PCA cannot avoid the paradox of CA and some statistical deficiencies of MLR(^{41})</td>
<td>Nakamura et al(^{5,10}) Nakamura and Miyao(^{1,13}) Nakamura et al(^{57,58}) Nakamura and Miyao(^{1,19}) Nakamura et al(^{60}) Nakamura and Miyao(^{1,15}) Nakamura et al(^{62}) Bai et al(^{24}) and Zhang(^{26-28}) Hochschild(^{29,30,76})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochschild’s method</td>
<td>Hochschild</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Hochschild’s method aims to select aging biomarkers according to their effects on life expectancy(^{20})</td>
<td>(1) Hochschild’s method solves the paradox of CA (2) Hochschild’s method avoids statistical problems of MLR</td>
<td>(1) Hochschild’s method is nonstandard and relatively complicated (2) Hochschild’s method is not based on the definition of BA (3) A large number of subjects are required when this approach is adopted for another system(^{14})</td>
<td>Hochschild(^{29,30,76})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDM</td>
<td>Klemera and Doubal</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>KDM is based on minimizing the distance between (m) regression lines and (m) biomarker points in an (m)-dimensional space of all biomarkers(^{31})</td>
<td>(1) KDM performed better than CA(^{12}) (2) KDM is precise when compared with other methods(^{2,4,14,16}) (3) KDM solves the paradox of CA(^{12,16})</td>
<td>The calculation of KDM is complicated(^{15})</td>
<td>Klemera and Doubal(^{11}) Levine(^{12}) Levine and Grimmins(^{107}) Cho et al(^{16}) and Jee and Park(^{116})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** MLR, multiple linear regression; PCA, principal component analysis; KDM, Klemera and Doubal’s method; CA, chronological age; BA, biological age.
In equation (4), $CA_i$ means the individual’s CA and $b$ is a coefficient obtained from the linear regression analysis between BA and CA. Then, we use the following equation to correct BA:

$$Corrected\,BA = BA + Z$$

(5)

The PCA approach uses fewer uncorrelated variables to explain the optimizing variance, and this method avoids some of the statistical deficiencies of MLR, such as distortion at the regression edge and discontinuity of the aging rate over the lifespan. However, PCA is still based on linear regression. At the same time, because the PCA method applies aging biomarkers based on their correlation with CA, the method itself cannot address the paradox proposed by Hochschild where a hypothetical biomarker approaching perfect correlation with CA should be replaced by CA and be insensitive to differences of aging among individuals (Table 2). Due to the easy operation and superiority to MLR, PCA is used by researchers with limited computer technology and statistical capacity. In our recent review, we have introduced in detail the criteria of subjects, biomarker selection, basic steps, and some other important points of BA estimation using PCA. We also summarized the aging biomarkers selected in the previous researches and explained about the genetic factors as a reference for future studies.

Hochschild’s method

Hochschild noted major problems with MLR in BA estimation, especially when pulmonary function and height were included. He considered it inappropriate to define CA as the selection criterion, arguing that it is not a rational criterion. However, completely avoiding the use of CA does not improve the results and causes an overall loss of important information. To avoid such problems with MLR, Hochschild proposed a novel method to select aging biomarkers according to their effects on life expectancy.

Hochschild collected physical data and risk factors for mortality and aggregated the parameters into composite validation variables (CVVs). The standardized BA was constructed with the weighting coefficients analyzed based on correlation analysis between CVVs and standardized test ages. Next, standardized BA was transformed to BA with year as the unit. In the Hochschild method, the reverse regression technique was used to replace the weighting score of CA in multiple linear equation scores for the relation of aging biomarkers to CA, which made CA an independent variable.

The Hochschild’s method is not commonly used for BA estimation because it is a nonstandard and relatively complicated approach (Table 2). However, the Hochschild’s method provides us with a novel view of BA.
KDM
KDM is a graphing method proposed by Klemera and Doubal11 in 2006. They described it as the optimal method for BA estimation, even in young adults.11 The following studies verified that BA constructed by KDM was a more reliable predictor of mortality than was any other methods in multiple age cohorts.12,16,106,107 KDM was constructed based on four presumptions of correspondence among BA, CA, and aging biomarkers: 1) the speed of aging is different among various species and for different individuals of the same species; 2) the relationship between BA and CA can be described as

\[ BA = CA + R_{ab} (0; S_{ab}^2) \]  

(6)

where \( R_{ab} (0; S_{ab}^2) \) is a random variable with mean zero and variance \( S_{ab}^2 \); 3) any measurable indicators changing systematically with CA should be defined as aging biomarkers; 4) the actual value of aging biomarkers \( X \) should be governed by BA \( F_X (BA) \) and affected by BA-independent transient random effects \( R_X (0; S_X^2) \) at the same time using the following equation:

\[ X = F_X (BA) + R_X (0; S_X^2) \]  

(7)

Based on these four points, Klemera and Doubal used computer-generated stimulations to build BA equations. Detailed steps of KDM are carried out by computer programming. By entering the data of indicators into the program, KDM model can be generated directly.

Then Cho et al.16 improved the calculation program of original KDM model, and the reformulation by Cho et al makes KDM much easier to calculate. The reformulated KDM is known as KDM2 (the original is KDM1).12 KDM was proposed based on minimizing the distance between \( m \) regression lines and \( m \) biomarker points in an \( m \)-dimensional space of all biomarkers.31 The advanced concept makes KDM the optimal method for BA estimation. However, the application of KDM is complicated, making it suitable for a research team with strong computer and statistical support. In addition, whether CA should be included as an aging biomarker remains controversial. Mitnitski et al.108 proposed that BA estimations without CA are optimal.

Though KDM is now generally accepted as the optimal method of BA estimation evaluated by predicting mortality and diseases,12,106 the conclusion is not accurate, because the mortality and diseases only reflect certain aspects of effectiveness in BA estimations. When it comes to the evaluation of lifespan and longevity, comparisons among the four BA estimation methods are still unavailable. Biomarkers to predict mortality and those of longevity may not necessarily be reciprocal, and they may be different biomarkers altogether, such as telomere.109 Lifespan and longevity are determined by many factors, including environment, living habits, genetic factors, etc.110 All the comparisons among the four BA models are based on cross-sectional studies.12,16,106,107 Longitudinal studies are necessary to evaluate each method effectively.

Structural equation modeling (SEM), future perspectives of BA estimation
Along with attention to mental and environmental factors, SEM has been used in aging studies that mainly focus on the mental health of elderly individuals.111–117 SEM measures the co-variance of indicators, grouped into indicators and presented in a matrix.111 This method combines factor analysis and MLR to obtain the fit of the model, which could describe more complex relationships among factors.118 The model is described using path diagrams, where circles represent latent variables and residuals and rectangles represent indicators (Figure 2). The coefficients of each pair of variables are noted on the path.119 Typically, SEM includes three equations:

\[ Y = \lambda_X \eta + \varepsilon \]  

(8)

\[ X = \lambda_Y \xi + \sigma \]  

(9)

\[ \eta = \beta \eta + \gamma \xi \zeta \]  

(10)

In equations (8), (9), and (10), \( X \) represents exogenous variable and \( Y \) represents endogenous variable. \( \xi \) is the exogenous latent variable, and \( \eta \) is the endogenous latent variable. \( \sigma \) and \( \varepsilon \) are the errors of exogenous and endogenous variables, respectively. The coefficients between variables and latent variables are expressed by \( \lambda \); \( \gamma \) describes how exogenous latent variables affect endogenous latent variables. The relationship between endogenous latent variables is described as \( \beta \), and the residual terms of SEM are represented by \( \zeta \).

At present, SEM has not been used for BA estimation because SEM itself only builds the latent concept of BA and not the specific variables that could be compared directly with CA, whereas SEM could be combined with other models for BA estimation. Since SEM provides a novel direction for the analysis of latent variables and interpretation of complex relationship among candidate biomarkers, SEM could be used for the selection of aging biomarkers instead of correlation
Comparisons of methods for BA estimation

The concept of BA and BA equations has been developed for >50 years. Each method has its own advantages and limitations (Table 2). Based on previous reports, KDM is the best available method. However, this does not mean that we should abandon other methods. Every researcher should choose the most suitable approach according to the subjects, research conditions, funds, statistical methods, and even computer skills. MLR is the simplest method that can detect the stabilization and multi-collinearity of empirical data. However, the edge distortion and paradox of CA cannot be avoided in MLR. PCA corrects for the edge distortion of MLR. But PCA retains the CA paradox because all biomarkers are selected based on CA. In both Hochschild’s method and KDM, CA is transformed into independent variables. These two methods share similar concepts (Table 2), although Hochschild’s method is elusive because it is not based on a statistical definition of BA, and it was based on a single group of people and therefore cannot be generalized. Because BA estimations are used to display how CA and BA may differ and evaluate the aging process individually, the KDM model has been found to outperform CA and other models accounting for the association with mortality, working ability, and disease prediction. Hence, KDM is considered as the best method for BA estimation at present, even though its complicated calculation limits application of KDM by medical researchers lacking in-depth mathematical and computer skills.

Here, we also compared the aging biomarkers in BA estimation models (Table 3) to discuss whether the selection of biomarkers would impact the effectiveness of each method. It is worth noting that the selected aging biomarkers in each study depend on the test items chosen at the beginning of the study and researchers’ different recognition of aging influence factors. Thus, it is difficult to tell what is the specific aging biomarker of each method. For example, some researchers focused on the laboratory tests, some emphasized the importance of social and physical factors, and the others attempted to carry out test items as many as possible to collect data of the whole body. According to previous studies, indicators from Doppler echocardiography, pulmonary function, and the nervous system, including systolic blood pressure, pulse pressure, intima-media thickness, forced expiratory volume in 1 second, forced vital capacity, and digital symbol test (Tables 1 and 3), often showed closer relations with CA and were easier to be selected in the BA estimation models. Further studies are needed to compare the effectiveness of BA models with and without these indicators in each method. In the few studies covering multiple methods, the aging biomarkers collected from the same population by different methods are almost the
Table 3 Comparisons of aging biomarkers among MLR, PCA, Hochschild’s method, and KDM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organ system</th>
<th>PCA</th>
<th>MLR</th>
<th>Hochschild’s</th>
<th>KDM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular system</td>
<td>Pulse pressure&lt;sup&gt;24,28,104&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Systolic blood pressure&lt;sup&gt;5,10,29,62,69,102,103,106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Systolic blood pressure&lt;sup&gt;12,38,44,71,106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Systolic blood pressure&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heart rate&lt;sup&gt;9,10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Intima-media thickness&lt;sup&gt;24,27,28&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Maximum internal diameter of carotid artery&lt;sup&gt;27,38&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum diastolic velocity&lt;sup&gt;24&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Mitral valve annulus ventricular septum of the peak velocity of early filling&lt;sup&gt;27&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Mitral valve annulus lateral wall of peak velocity of early filling&lt;sup&gt;24&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mitral annulus peak E anterior wall&lt;sup&gt;28&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Ratio of peak velocity of early filling to atrial filling&lt;sup&gt;24&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory system</td>
<td>VO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;max&lt;sup&gt;25,62&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Forced expiratory volume in 1 second&lt;sup&gt;25,59,62,69,102&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Forced expiratory volume in 1 second&lt;sup&gt;12,38,106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Forced expiratory volume in 1 second&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nervous system</td>
<td>Digital symbol test&lt;sup&gt;24,28&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Memory test linking names with faces&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Memory test linking names with faces&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Memory test linking names with faces&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trail making test&lt;sup&gt;27,104&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Memory test: which picture is at what place&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Memory test: which picture is at what place&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Memory test: which picture is at what place&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speed test: pointing icons from 1 to 15 sequentially, mixed in random positions&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Visual reaction time&lt;sup&gt;16,25&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Visual reaction time&lt;sup&gt;16,25&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Visual reaction time&lt;sup&gt;16,25&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forth reaction time&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Sequence of lamps&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Alternate button tapping time with/without decision&lt;sup&gt;30&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Movement time with/without decision&lt;sup&gt;30&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal system</td>
<td>Blood urea nitrogen&lt;sup&gt;9,10,59,62,80,102,103&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Blood urea nitrogen&lt;sup&gt;12,38,106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Blood urea nitrogen&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Serum creatinine&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>Cystatin&lt;sup&gt;24,27,28,104&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Serum albumin&lt;sup&gt;59,62,80,102&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Serum albumin&lt;sup&gt;71&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase&lt;sup&gt;9,10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Glutamic pyruvic transaminase&lt;sup&gt;103&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio of albumin to globulin&lt;sup&gt;48&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Lactate dehydrogenase&lt;sup&gt;5,10,103&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ferritin&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Serum globulin&lt;sup&gt;71&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Alkaline phosphatase&lt;sup&gt;91&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematologic system</td>
<td>Erythrocyte sedimentation rate&lt;sup&gt;62&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Mean corpuscular hemoglobin&lt;sup&gt;69&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Erythrocyte sedimentation rate&lt;sup&gt;51&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean corpuscular hemoglobin&lt;sup&gt;69&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Red blood cell count&lt;sup&gt;102&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hematocrit&lt;sup&gt;29&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Hemoglobin concentration&lt;sup&gt;9,10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolism</td>
<td>Glycosylated hemoglobin&lt;sup&gt;62&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Ferritin&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Ferritin&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glucose&lt;sup&gt;61,103&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Glucose&lt;sup&gt;11&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table 3 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organ system</th>
<th>PCA</th>
<th>MLR</th>
<th>Hochschild’s</th>
<th>KDM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-density cholesterol&lt;sup&gt;65&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Triglycerides&lt;sup&gt;48&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Total cholesterol&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Total cholesterol&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atherogenic index&lt;sup&gt;49,50&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Total cholesterol&lt;sup&gt;12,38,44,106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Total cholesterol&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Total cholesterol&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle and fat</td>
<td>Triglyceride&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Grip strength&lt;sup&gt;14,44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Grip strength&lt;sup&gt;14,44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Grip strength&lt;sup&gt;14,44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total cholesterol&lt;sup&gt;103&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Soft lean mass&lt;sup&gt;25&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Total cholesterol&lt;sup&gt;12,38,44,106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Total cholesterol&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grip strength&lt;sup&gt;14,25&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Waist circumference&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Waist circumference&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Waist circumference&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soft lean mass&lt;sup&gt;25&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waist circumference&lt;sup&gt;25,62&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory system</td>
<td>Percent body fat&lt;sup&gt;42&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Highest audible pitch&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Highest audible pitch&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Highest audible pitch&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hearing threshold&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Light extinction test&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Light extinction test&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Light extinction test&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Highest audible pitch&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Visual acuity&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Visual acuity&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Visual acuity&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visual acuity&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Auditory function&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Auditory function&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Auditory function&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Auditory reaction time&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Vibrotactile sensitivity&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Vibrotactile sensitivity&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Vibrotactile sensitivity&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focal range test using a Landolt ring&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Visual accommodation&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Visual accommodation&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Visual accommodation&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic index</td>
<td>Telomere restriction fragment&lt;sup&gt;28&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: MLR, multiple linear regression; PCA, principal component analysis; KDM, Klemera and Doubal’s method.

same. This may suggest that aging biomarkers are decided by themselves instead of methodology. Hence, the selection of test items is important.

**Prospects**

For both MLR and KDM, the main issue remains the character of CA. The role of CA in BA estimation remains unknown, and selection criteria or aging biomarkers remain important. This question has troubled researchers for decades. At this time, the majority of researchers consider CA as an important biomarker, as they believe that the relationship between CA and mortality is reliable and widely described the lifespan as the Gompertz law. However, Mitnitski et al proposed that CA may not be an aging biomarker. We analyzed CA based on mathematical methods. In the future, it remains important to focus on aging biomarkers, which are more closely related to the essence of heterogeneity, such as genetic indicators, and properly handle the role of CA in BA studies. In addition, internationally recognized BA criteria are still required.

**Conclusion**

Numerous studies have explored the aging process. With the development of statistical technology and the acknowledgment of aging, researchers estimate BA in a more precise way, such as by MLR, PCA, the Hochschild’s method, and KDM. However, further studies are required to refine the clinical applications of BA estimation. At this time, few studies have generated a BA equation applicable to a wide range of populations, and formulas have been restricted to specific populations with no information on the external validity of BA estimation. In this way, no matter which approach was used, BA formulas have been statistically determined rather than clinically determined. Thus, further studies are required to improve the accuracy of BA and to validate its clinical use.
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